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Our goal 
With this cultural probe assignment, we want to trigger people into thinking about their current 

lighting conditions to discover new lighting needs.  

Description of environment and participants 
The participants of our research were our parents. The research took place in our parents’ living 

rooms, where they already have created a lighting environment to their preference. 

The living rooms in which the research was taken place all had basic objects. These include couches, 

luminaires, a television, tables and cupboards. We asked our participants to sketch their living rooms 

where they drew their current lighting conditions in their house. Figure 1 shows an example of such a 

sketch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 2 and 3 show the living room in reality for visualisation purposes. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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Exercises 
The exercises we asked our participants to do involved a questionnaire in combination with some 

small experiments. The research we did consists of two days; Saturday and Sunday. Our cultural 

probe consisted of a small introduction in which instructions were given to the following 

assignments: 

Saturday 

- First, we asked the participants to open their workbooks on Saturday after 8 p.m. We asked 

them to put their lights on how they would have done it on a regular evening. We asked 

them to grade their overall experience of comfort. We asked this because we needed some 

kind of initiation point. With this, we made the people aware of their current lighting 

conditions in their living room.  

- Secondly, we asked the participants to turn on their dimmable light if they had one available. 

We requested them to put it on the lowest level first, grade it and afterwards put it on the 

highest level and grade that too. The reason behind these assignments was to raise 

awareness about their light and the intensity of it. 

- Thirdly, our participants were asked to put their dimmable light in their preferable position. 

In combination with this, we asked them to light up a candle provided and asked them if it 

improved their overall lighting preference with a motivation included. We wanted the 

participants to experience candle light. Moreover, we wanted them to think about what a 

single candle does to their living room. 

- Finally, a sketch was made of the participants’ living rooms, in which they indicated where 

their electrical light sources were located. We did this to gain insights of the combination of 

positioning candle lights with electrical lighting. 

Sunday 

- To begin, we asked our participants to light up and place candles on spots where they 

thought more lighting was needed. The spots were drawn on the sketch which they made 

the day before. This was done to see the relationship between the spots of their existing 

lighting and the candles. 

- After that, we made them grade the ‘new’ lighting conditions and include a motivation, to 

discover what their opinions are. 

- We asked them to choose between more or less light and cool or warm light. The 

participants had to encircle their choice.  

- Finally, we asked them if our cultural probe triggered them to change their current lighting 

condition in the nearby future and include a motivation. We also offered them the chance to 

write down any remarks regarding this research. 
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Summary of results and findings 
In our research we discovered the following things: 

- In general, participants were already satisfied with their current lighting conditions (average 

score: 8,5/10). 

- Dimming the lights overall had a negative effect on our participants’ comfort level (average 

score lowering dimmable light: 5,3/10 and increasing dimmable light: 5,7/10). 

- One candle on a specific place scored positive so people like to have some candle light. 

Positive comments on this aspect of our research were that the candle gave a warm and cosy 

atmosphere, whereas negative comments were that the candle did not contribute to their 

preference of lighting level. 

- The sketches made gave us insight on how participants tackled the lack of lighting. In general, 

they did place candles on the darkest spots in their living rooms, while avoiding existing 

luminaires. We came to the conclusion that people are surrounding their living space with 

lighting. In other words, their existing luminaires are placed towards the edges of their living 

space and the candles were therefore placed in the centre of the living room. 

- Out of the sketches and assignments, the majority of participants liked the new lighting 

conditions with the candles included. Positive remarks: there was more light, the candles 

gave a cosy feeling and the candles improved details of the room. Negative remarks: candles 

did not give any benefits and it was not cosy/annoying even. 

- Opinions were divided when asked if the participants wanted to change any of their lighting 

through the assignments. 
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Conclusion 
We have seen that people are already quite aware of their lighting conditions. Most people prefer 

warm lighting over cool lighting. People that were satisfied about their lighting conditions actually 

discovered that they could improve their lighting preference with minimal effort. This being said, we 

found a hidden need: the need for warm light in the evening; the need for a warm lighting 

atmosphere. 

 

Reflections 
Hanze: 

The method that we used to collect people needs was using questionnaire. This was the first time for 

me to make my own questionnaire, it was kind of challenge for me to think about what kind of 

questions I should ask in the questionnaire. I have searched some information about making a useful 

questionnaire on internet. Firstly, there should not be any questions with bias in when we make a 

questionnaire, in this way; the answers will be reliable to be analyzed. Secondly, questions should be 

general and short that people could understand questions and answer them in a short time. 

Another skill that I learnt from this assignment is how to work with people from other faculties. We 

have 4 members from different faculties, the way how we thought was a little bit different 

sometimes, therefore to learn how to work as a team is the thing such important to learn., since we 

will work with people from different department in a company in the future. 

The last thing that I learnt is that light is very important in our life. The development of light 

technology will never stop in the future. 

 

Ward: 

Doing research through a cultural probe was completely new for me. I think this method is of really 

great value when involvement of the user is required. Through this research process, one can find 

the users’ hidden needs, which I think is really interesting, because the researcher can get findings on 

things users did not think of or do not even know of themselves. These findings can improve a 

designer’s product or service.  

Through the making of questions and exercises for your targeted user group, I have learned how to 

set up and conduct a research like this. Also, I have learned to analyse the results by finding 

relationships within the exercises made by the participants.  

Furthermore, I have learned that lighting in a regular living room is not that simple as it seems to be, 

as there are a lot of different things people can do with their lighting.  

Overall, I am satisfied with the results of our research, although some aspects could have been 

better. In a later stage of our research, we discovered that we had only focussed on the 

implementation of warm lighting, excluding cool lighting. Also, our team communication could have 

been better. 
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Carlos:  

By doing this assignment, I have learned a new way to conduct research based on what the user 

needs. This can be very useful in later projects, when user-centered design will be important. I was 

not aware of this simple, yet effective technique. 

The beauty of this method, is the fact that the designer lets the participant on his/her own, so she/he 

can truly write down what she/he thinks. Also, by creating provocative questions, the designer can 

effectively find hidden needs to improve the design process. 

I gained insights regarding the project, but also on this way of finding needs. For example, we found 

the need for more warm light in the evening. But I also found out that this method is very personal, I 

could choose what direction I wanted to go. This would help me in projects where I know the 

direction I am heading in. 

We could have thought about the workbook a bit more. I liked how it looked, but we should have 

also included exercises regarding cool light. We just experimented with warm light actually, being the 

candles. Also, communicating group meetings could have gone better. 

 

Willem: 

When we made the cultural probe we sat together and came up with several activities people have 

to execute. But I think we started too soon with that because after two hours we had a whole 

cultural probe idea finished but then we asked the teacher if it did sound good but we misinterpreted 

the assignment so we have had to made some changes. Although it costed some additional time we 

were more aware of what we putted on paper, so that was a positive affect. The fact that we had to 

give the cultural probe to somebody was a whole new thing to me, but it was certainly useful 

because the results gave me more awareness of asking the user’s opinion. If you do that you can find 

new insights of light perception which we did. What I would do different the next time is to think a 

bit harder about the questions, because afterwards we were reflecting the results and came to some 

conclusions that we actually missed some questions or that we had to ask them in a different way to 

find the best information of the user. 

 

 


